Good News for a Change
Christmas Series Resource

Dear Church Leader Friends,
Good News for a Change is an Advent and Christmas series that’s adaptable for use in all kinds of
churches, highly invitable, and full of the great news about Jesus. Crossover exists to help Australian
Baptists Share Jesus, and for the development of this series we partnered with two pastors of
Unley Park Baptist – Miranda Dixon and Jason Hoet. Design work is by Bronwyn Parker.
The series holds together under a strong theme, but each gathering stands alone and the messages
can be done in any order. Essentially, your church will be offering five outreach events, and will be
ready to welcome invited guests to any or all of them.
The theme Good News for a Change plays on two ideas: After a long year with plenty of bad news,
here is some good news for a change. Also, this good news is for a change, it brings transformation
to those who hear and receive it, and through them to others as in turn!
We hope you find it helpful. And if you’ve developed outreach resources that you’re willing to
share, we’d love to hear from you.
Hope, peace, love and joy in Christ

Andrew Turner
Director of Crossover for Australian Baptist Ministries
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The Good News for a Change pack includes:
5 sermon outlines (see pages 3-8 in this document)
• Four of these pick up on the traditional themes of Advent Sundays: Hope, Joy, Love and
Peace
• The fifth one (“Good News for a Change”) could be used anywhere e.g. a carols event or
Christmas Day
• Each sermon matches the theme, but stands alone and so the messages can be given in any
order
4 short comedy sketches for use in services (see pages 9-12 in this document)
•
•
•
•
•

Ideal for 2 children or youth, but could readily be played by adults
Each follows an Advent theme of Hope, Joy, Love and Peace – usable in any order
Actors are a pair of newsreaders presenting from a news-desk, so able to read off a script
Each episode is short, fun, and ideal for introducing the theme of the day
A power-point slide for use as a back-drop, and a news jingle audio file are also included

An encouragement/training video for church members and regulars (see download folder)
This short video could be played or sent to the regular church family to prepare them for the
series. (Or a church leader may wish to cover the same content themselves rather than show the
video.) The video emphasises the importance of inviting others and welcoming newcomers hospitably. It prepares the church to be in ‘public mode’ across the series – expecting and welcoming
newcomers, and putting aside in-house matters and language.
A whole range of themed artwork (see pages 13-15 in this document and download folder)
• Artwork for promotion including social media tiles, posters and postcards
• Artwork for during services including slides themed for each week
• All artwork for print promotion and use in service is designed to be edited easily to include
your church’s details, using Microsoft Powerpoint.
Partridge, Pear Tree - Unfortunately not included.
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Sermon Outlines

Good news for a change!
Outlines can be used in any order or combination.
Use as closely or as loosely as you wish.
Recommend INTRO and CONCLUSION be shaped with stories / experience / language relevant
to local congregation.
Each sermon has a Focus statement (what the sermon is intended to say) and a Function
statement (what the sermon is intended to do).
Each sermon has a ‘double’ call – to be changed by Jesus and to bring change for Jesus. One or
other might be emphasised depending on hearers.
Scenes are implicitly explained rather than outlined as points.
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Hope for a change!

Sermon Outlines

PASSAGE: John 1:1-17
FOCUS: Hope opens us up to the future because we hold to God’s promises and have confidence
in Jesus. This hope may not be the escape and problem-solver we have hoped for, but it gives us
the courage to step out and take a risk, having faith in the future.
FUNCTION: 1) That hearers may understand the Christian vision of hope, may consider this hope
and decide to make it theirs / decide to investigate further. 2) That hearers may be encouraged in
the hope that they have, to take courage and to do something risky which offers hope to others.
INTRO – Will good ever win over evil?
Dark moments of the last year in the world, in our country, in our churches (tell stories where
faith is stretched by despair. See Hope by Tim Costello, pg. 43– potential resource)
1. Hope opens us up to the future…
•
•
•
•

Isaiah 9:2 – the promise of light 100’s of years before
John 1:1-14 – the true light has come into the world – v 5, 9
Hope looks to the future rather than despairing over the present
Rev 21:3-4 - whether tomorrow or end of time, we have God’s promise all will be made right

2. …because we have confidence in Jesus
• J ohn 1 tells us who he is – the Word from beginning, God, through him all things were made,
in him is life
• what he has done – become flesh, come to dwell with us
• what he promises us – the right to become children of God, light that cannot be overcome
by darkness
3. This hope is not about escape but about victory…
• We may long for a hope that makes everything easier, offers escape, erases suffering
(Jesus as superhero)
• But Jesus’ victory takes him through suffering – obscurity, poverty, injustice, evil, death –
all with bare hope in promise of God for resurrection life. That hope was not misplaced.
• It’s the same for us – Romans 5:3-4 – suffering produces perseverance, perseverance,
character and character, hope. And hope does not disappoint us! Hope not only survives
but grows with challenge
4. …giving us courage to take a risk
• H
 ope can motivate us to take a risk or do something we find fearful – we know that our
efforts, struggles and suffering will be worth it and rewarded.
• This includes the brave and noble step of offering the hope that we have to the hopeless –
1 Peter 3:15
• (Loop back to stories in introduction)
CONCLUSION
• Do you know this hope? Can you take courage in this hope and act?
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Sermon Outlines

Peace for a change!
PASSAGE: Isaiah 52:7-10

FOCUS: Peace will finally come when God is in charge and Jesus is King. This begins now as his
kingdom spreads but will be complete and final when he returns. We can know God’s peace now
and are called to work for peace and the good of those around us.
FUNCTION: 1) That hearers might know God’s peace in their lives 2) that hearers might be
encouraged to find practical ways of working for peace in their world.
INTRO – We sorely need peace in our world, nation, families
A world increasingly at odds with one another (examples to develop – Afghanistan, racial division,
political polarisation, family violence, rise of conspiracy thinking, mistrust).
1. Peace is coming!
• Isaiah 52:7-10 Israel also in a place of oppression and war. Prophet paints a picture of the
day it will all be over – Messenger races through the mountains to announce the news, to
proclaim peace at last – God is King!
2. Peace is about who is in charge
• T
 he presence of peace is not just about whether there is fighting or not – it is about who is in
charge. Where there is no-one in charge and a country is at war, there is no peace. When an
evil or self-serving or even just incompetent ruler is in charge, there is no fighting but also no
peace. Disney movies – when the villain is (temporarily) in charge, the sky is dark, the fields
are bare, everyone is suffering. In fact, all human leadership is flawed and will never bring
perfect peace.
3. God takes charge and a new kind of King arrives
• Christmas is the messenger who runs through the mountains – the message is that God has
taken charge, the age of his Kingdom has begun, and the new King is about to arrive.
• New rulers can brings reservations – will they be heavy-handed, restrict freedom, act in their
own interests – ultimately, can we trust them to use their power well for his kingdom?
• The answer with Jesus is yes! Do not be afraid - Jesus brings freedom, life, died in our place,
plans for us to thrive!
4. Jesus brings peace to those who make him king both now and in the future
• Jesus brings peace even in the midst of conflict and hostility because his peace is not
dependant on circumstances but on hope and trust in him.
• Jesus will return to bring worldwide and universal peace and will judge those who have
prevented or worked against peace. Our ultimate destination is a new heaven and new earth
ruled in perfect peace by a King who brings about his subjects’ good.
5. The King’s children are called to announce peace to others
• Peace now is not only something we have, but something we are called to share with others.
How can we actively work towards peace in our world (examples)? Whom in your life do you
need to share his peace with?
CONCLUSION – Do you know God’s peace? Will you work for peace?
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Love for a change!

Sermon Outlines

PASSAGE: John 3:16
FOCUS: God’s action in sending his Son is motivated by his love for us and changed the world
forever. We can be changed by God’s love and that love gives us courage to act in love too.
FUNCTION: 1) That hearers might be drawn to accept God’s love in Jesus, 2) that hearers might
be emboldened by love to act in love towards others.
INTRO – Has it been harder to love people this year?
Conditions of COVID, lockdown, impatience, weariness, intolerance, protests, judgement, conflict
(local examples)
1. True love is seen in action
• L
 ove is not a feeling, or even just words, though words are important too.
• Bible tells us love is all about action, for the benefit of others – 1 Cor 13 – Love is patient,
kind, doesn’t envy, boast, not proud, not self-seeking, not easily angered, rejoices in the
truth, always protects, trusts, hopes, perseveres, never fails. No wonder it’s hard!
2. God takes action, motivated by love
• John 3:16, Famous verse, summarises the whole Christmas story, whole Christian story.
God loves and so he acts.
3. God’s love brings change
• T
 he Bible is full of people who have discovered God’s love and never been the same again.
History too (egs).
• Mary sings of the radical change that will come into the world with the arrival of Jesus
(Luke 1:46-55)
• Impossible to experience God’s love and not be changed. Are you open to receiving God’s
love? Would you like to be changed?
4. God’s love gives courage to act
• 2 Cor 5:14 – Christ’s love compels us
• God’s love has compelled people to do amazing things (stories)
CONCLUSION – Will you accept God’s love and the change it brings? Will you take courage
and act on that love?
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Joy for a change!

Sermon Outlines

PASSAGE: Luke 2:1-15
FOCUS: God gives us Jesus to cause us joy, because he loves us and he knows us. He wants us
to experience his joy and share it with others
FUNCTION: 1) That hearers will seek God’s joy 2) that hearers will be motivated to share joy
with others.
INTRO – Why do we give gifts?
(story about unusual gifts/reasons) Many reasons but ideally to bring joy to the person we give to.
1. Gifts bring joy when they express love (we are loved) and knowledge (we are known)
• A
 gift brings joy if it shows us that the giver loves us – ie generous, wrapped with care, given
with excitement, card with loving words
• A gift brings joy if it shows us that the giver knows us - ie just the kind of thing that we
would particularly love, just the right time when we are feeling down. (personal story here)
2. God gives his Son to cause us joy…
• Luke 2:1-15 – the angel announces God’s gift – good news that will cause great joy to all
people! The gift is his Son Jesus, born into the world as a human being. He is a Saviour,
though no-one knows yet what that will involve.
3. …because he loves us and knows us
• God’s reason for wanting to bring joy is the same as for us.
• He loves us – he wants to show us, and he wants to make right all the things which stand
between us
• He knows us – and that doesn’t put him off! He knows exactly who we are and what we
need forgiveness, renewal, hope, purpose and future - and he has done what it took to give
these to us.
4. He wants us to experience this joy…
• The things which steal our joy are inevitably the things which pull us away from God.
A lack of joy may indicate that we have somehow lost our way. Phil 4:4 – ‘Rejoice in the
Lord always’
• Dallas Willard – “God is the most joyous Being in the universe”
• To experience joy is to want to share it – God wants to share joy with us, he wants us
to enjoy him and know that he enjoys us.
5. …and to share it with others
• B
 ut joy cannot be hoarded, or kept quiet, it must be shared. There are many ways to share
the joy that God has sparked in our hearts (eg. singing, other ideas)
• The Bible speaks about making another person’s joy complete (Phil 2:2) – what would this
look like?
CONCLUSION – Do you want to know the joy of God’s gift – Jesus – for yourself? Will you share
his joy with other people?
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Good news for a change!

Sermon Outlines

PASSAGE: Luke 2:1-17
FOCUS: The good news of Jesus both surprises us and changes us which leads to change through
us to the world around us.
FUNCTION: That hearers would respond to the good news that the gospel is about relationship
with God and that this can bring the change they long to see in their lives and in the world.
1. Good news always surprises us!
• We’ve come to expect our news to be bad. News is all about disputes, disasters, accidents,
crime – and that’s just federal parliament ;) (use local examples).
• We have been conditioned to ‘expect the worst’ – even more so in recent times – anticipate
next outbreak, next lockdown (use local examples).
• We have little expectation of positive change and can become cynical, sceptical and
hardened.
• Shepherds were VERY surprised (describe hard ground, darkness, cold, smelly sheep) same as
any other night, not expecting news of any kind.
• Angels break in (describe overwhelming light, noise, strangeness) – Do not be afraid! It’s good
news of great joy!!
2. Why is it GOOD news?
• Because God is not who we thought he was! Not standing far off, watching his world go
to ruin with grim satisfaction. He is stepping into the world, to rescue us! He has seen our
trouble; he loves us and he is willing to do what it takes to bring us life and joy and peace!
• Because the future is in God’s hands, and he is powerful enough and good enough to be
trusted with it (describe both individual futures and world future).
• This is good news for the shepherds - but also for all who are burdened down with
responsibilities and difficulties. Many are in such need of joy and peace that the very
concepts almost seem foreign. It really is news, and it really is good.”
3. Why does it bring CHANGE?
• God invites people not to follow beliefs / rules / instructions but to KNOW him, to KNOW
his son Jesus.
• Knowing Jesus changes people from the inside out. Shepherds are transformed – Bible
mentions – ‘left their flocks’ to go and spread the good news. Former priorities forgotten!
• Changed people empowered by God bring change to the world around them, beginning with
their families, spreading to friends, neighbours, workplaces, and even further afield. This has
happened again and again throughout history and in every nation (use local examples).
4. Conclusion
Are you open to this good news? Ready to be radically changed by it? And ready to be part of a
bigger change for good?
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Comedy Sketches
Hope for a change!
Setting: A newsdesk with two newsreaders, one female, one male (preferably children 10-14). Can be
made to look like a newsroom with camera operators etc or as simple as a table with two chairs. Scripts
can be disguised as notes or put onto a screen like an autocue. (Digital newsroom background supplied)
News theme music plays (music clip supplied).
Newsreaders ready themselves, check mirrors, loosen their necks / shoulders and snap into news-reading
pose as music finishes.
WM: Good morning and welcome to CBC News coming to you from the Christmas Broadcasting
Corporation. I’m Wes McCarr…
TK: …and I’m Tuesday Knight.
WM: In Christmas headlines today, Rudolph the red nosed reindeer shamed on social media
for refusing to have a tinsel-itis test in the face of obvious cold-like symptoms, and a gang of
suspects arrested in possession of large quantities of contraband Christmas spirit.
TK: Later, scientists working on a new tinsel-itis vaccine are angry with government for
withholding approval, saying their efforts are being foiled again!
WM: But just in, our main story – A group of foreign astronomers have arrived in our nation’s
capital and have been making enquiries about a new baby King promised to be the hope of the
world. They claim that there has been a strange new star in the night sky and that they have been
following its trajectory for months, believing it would lead them to the King. Chaos broke out in
Parliament as various leaders and parties argued about what this could mean for the country.
Witnesses also reported a secret meeting between the stargazing visitors and the Prime Minister,
but this cannot yet be confirmed.
TK: Sounds intriguing, Wes! Hard to see how a baby could be the hope of the world!
WM: Well, not for a while anyway! And a lot would have to change…
TK: But how can one baby or even one adult, bring hope to the whole world? It seems
impossible!
WM: I guess we’ll have to see how it unfolds, Tuesday. We’ll keep you all updated on any new
developments.
Freeze and end. Optional – play theme music again.
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Peace news for a change!

Comedy Sketches

Setting: A newsdesk with two newsreaders, one female, one male (preferably children 10-14). Can be
made to look like a newsroom with camera operators etc or as simple as a table with two chairs.
Scripts can be disguised as notes or put onto a screen like an autocue. (Digital newsroom background
supplied)
News theme music plays (music clip supplied).
Newsreaders ready themselves, check mirrors, loosen their necks / shoulders and snap into news-reading
pose as music finishes.
WM: Good morning and welcome to CBC News coming to you from the Christmas Broadcasting
Corporation. I’m Wes McCarr…
TK: …and I’m Tuesday Knight.
WM: In Christmas headlines today, shoppers trampled at Christmas sales, Christmas cracker jokes
hit a new all-time low and Father Christmas’s approval ratings are also falling down the chimney!
Watch this space to see if Santa ‘claws’ his way back up the opinion polls!
TK: Later, an update on the tinselitis pandemic – 30 more cases have been identified and
quarantined with fears that this will take the shine off Christmas celebrations.
WM: But first, breaking news – a bunch of farmers out bush tending their flocks overnight have
reported seeing an astonishing sight! The local yokels told of being startled by a blinding light
and a huge man in shining white who gave them a message about good news of great joy.
This was followed by a choir of the gleaming gentlemen singing at the tops of their magnificent
voices about glory to God and peace on earth!
TK: If they’re looking for peace on earth, Wes, they’d do best to go into isolation for the
Christmas season!
WM: Too true, Tuesday! Witnesses seemed a little confused about the message itself with
some claiming it was about a baby in a feeding trough while others insisted it was a new king!
The dazed but joyful lads then rushed into a nearby town and started banging on doors and
generally causing chaos as they told everyone what they had seen. Well, what do you make
of that, Tuesday?
TK: Sounds a bit too good to be true, Wes, but I could certainly do with a bit of peace on earth
for a change! Stay tuned for further updates as information comes to hand!
Freeze and end. Optional – play theme music again.
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Love for a change!

Comedy Sketches

Setting: A newsdesk with two newsreaders, one female, one male (preferably children 10-14). Can be
made to look like a newsroom with camera operators etc or as simple as a table with two chairs. Scripts
can be disguised as notes or put onto a screen like an autocue. (Digital newsroom background supplied)
News theme music plays (music clip supplied).
Newsreaders ready themselves, check mirrors, loosen their necks / shoulders and snap into news-reading
pose as music finishes.
TK: Good morning and welcome to CBC News coming to you from the Christmas Broadcasting
Corporation. I’m Wes McCarr…
WM: …and I’m Tuesday Knight…wait…. (Both exchange surprised glances, then look embarrassed)
TK: (recovers herself) In Christmas headlines today, Frosty the Snowman in a meltdown in a
local shopping precinct sparking panic among patrons, retailers stuck with massive excess stock
of prohibited tinsel due to the ongoing pandemic, and complaints from parents of entitled
children that due to mail delays, their darlings have been unable to get their extensive requests
through to Santa in time for the Big Day.
WM: Sounds like the Australia Post had ‘better watch out’, Tuesday!
And later, CBC viewers Carol, Joy, Holly, Chris and Noelle speak out for the first time about the
trauma they experience every Christmas due to their seasonal names!
TK: But first to our main feature – a exclusive interview with the woman known only as
‘Mary’ will air tonight on our later programme ‘A Christmas Affair’. In this compelling interview,
Mary will answer questions around her unexpected pregnancy and how she feels about her
neighbours’ unfriendly attitudes. She will also explain her controversial statement that her
unborn baby is a result of God’s involvement and not that of her fiancé. Mary also told our
reporter that she does not blame God for ruining her life but instead sees this pregnancy as an
honour bestowed by a God who loves her and the whole world.
WM:Does she say how this shows God loves her? Doesn’t seem like it to me!
TK: Well Wes, she says that from now on, all generations will call her blessed, and that the baby
she is carrying will save the world.
WM:: That’s a pretty huge claim, Tuesday! Has this Mary had a mental health check lately?
TK: I don’t know Wes, but I’ve seen the interview and she certainly seems a remarkable woman.
Don’t forget to tune in to ACA for that right after this!
Freeze and end. Optional – play theme music again.
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Joy for a change!

Comedy Sketches

NOTE: This episode assumes that the episode on peace has already been performed. Feel free to
adjust if necessary.
Setting: A newsdesk with two newsreaders, one female, one male (preferably children 10-14). Can be
made to look like a newsroom with camera operators etc or as simple as a table with two chairs. Scripts
can be disguised as notes or put onto a screen like an autocue. (Digital newsroom background supplied)
News theme music plays (music clip supplied).
Newsreaders ready themselves, check mirrors, loosen their necks / shoulders and snap into news-reading
pose as music finishes.
WM: Good morning and welcome to CBC News coming to you from the Christmas Broadcasting
Corporation. I’m Wes McCarr…
TK: …and I’m Tuesday Knight.
TK: In Christmas headlines today, anxiety levels rising amongst our children – are they cracking
under the strain of trying hard to be nice rather than naughty?, local councils working hard
towards events around Nonspecific Special Celebration Day, and chicken farmers make
claims of discrimination amidst a general preference for turkey on the Big Day. The chickens
themselves do not support the claim.
WM: Later, the latest spike in tinsel-itis infections has been traced back to a kindergarten
Christmas craft activity in (name of your church’s suburb). Teachers have broadcast a tearful
apology for the spread, and also for the craft.
TK: But first a follow up – in a previous story, we reported a strange phenomenon in the sky
recently spotted by local farmers. A heavenly message was delivered by a choir of men in shining
white outfits. Our sources have now confirmed the content of that message and the following
transcript has been released – [in a ‘reading’ voice] “Do not be afraid. I bring you good news that
will cause great joy for all the people. Today in the town of David a Saviour has been born to
you; he is the Messiah, the Lord.” Experts have analysed the transcript and claim that Messiah
is a Jewish moniker given to a kingly figure that Jewish cultures have been expecting for some
time. Whatever the accuracy of this, it is clear this message is intended to cause joy, indeed, to
cause it for all people!”
WM: Thanks Tuesday. Hmm, I’m always hearing about joy around Christmas time, but I thought it
was some feeling you got from spending more money.
TK: Not at all, Wes. Apparently, joy is a deep sense of wellbeing not necessarily related to
circumstances. Sounds like something worth investigating further.
WM: Well, you can count on CBC News to keep you informed.
Freeze and end. Optional – play theme music again.
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Themed Artwork
(1) Artwork for digital promotion

Instagram (1080x1080px)

Facebook (1200x630px)

Twitter (1200x675px)

Instagram (1080x1080px)
.mov
5 secs

Facebook (1200x630px)
.gif
5 secs

Twitter (1200x675px)
.mov
5 secs
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(2) Artwork for print promotion

Themed Artwork

A3 Poster (Powerpoint)

CELEBRATE CHRISTMAS AT CHURCH NAME
CAROLS SERVICE – 6PM
QUIET CHRISTMAS – 11PM
CHRISTMAS DAY – 9AM
www.churchname.org.au

A6 Postcard (Powerpoint)

Your Invitation…
CELEBRATE CHRISTMAS
AT CHURCH NAME
CAROLS SERVICE – 6PM
QUIET CHRISTMAS – 11PM
CHRISTMAS DAY – 9AM

Please join with us this
Christmas to hear some
Good News for a change.
Service Times:
Service – 9am
Service – 9am
Service – 9am
We’d love to see you there.

www.churchname.org.au

Replace with
Your Church Logo
Your Church Name
Your Church Address
Your Church Contact Info

From Your Church
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Themed Artwork

(3) Artwork for use in service.
Church Promotional Slide 16:9

Church Promotional Slide 4:3
CELEBRATE CHRISTMAS
AT CHURCH NAME

CELEBRATE CHRISTMAS
AT CHURCH NAME

CAROLS SERVICE – 6PM

CAROLS SERVICE – 6PM

QUIET CHRISTMAS – 11PM
CHRISTMAS DAY – 9AM

QUIET CHRISTMAS – 11PM
CHRISTMAS DAY – 9AM

Church Sermon Slides 16:9

“

Heading

Today’s
Sermon

•
•
•
•

Sub-Heading

And there were shepherds out in the field,
keeping watch by night. And an angel of the
Lord appeared to them, and the glory of the
Lord shone around them.

Sub-point
Sub-point
Sub-point
Sub-point

Luke 2:8-9

Today’s
Sermon

Today’s
Sermon

Today’s
Sermon

Today’s
Sermon

Sub-Heading

Sub-Heading

Sub-Heading

Sub-Heading

Church Sermon Slides 4:3
Today’s
Sermon
Sub-Heading

“

Heading
•
•
•
•

Sub-point
Sub-point
Sub-point
Sub-point

And there were shepherds out in the field,
keeping watch by night. And an angel of
the Lord appeared to them, and the glory
of the Lord shone around them.

Luke 2:8-9

Today’s
Sermon

Today’s
Sermon

Today’s
Sermon

Today’s
Sermon

Sub-Heading

Sub-Heading

Sub-Heading

Sub-Heading

Kids News Background 4:3

Kids News Background 16:9

Audio file - 30sec News Jingle also included.
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Thank you!
Thanks for using “Good News for a Change” to celebrate
and share the great news of Christmas with your community.
If you’re interested in helping develop resources like this or even something quite different - we’d love to hear from you.
Get in touch at ideas@crossover.org.au

Email: crossover@baptist.org.au
Phone: 02 9868 9236

